We p r e s e n t a complete axiomatization of test algebra ( 24, 18, 29] ), the two-sorted algebraic variant of Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL, 21, 7] ). The axiomatization consists of adding a nite number of equations to any axiomatization of Kleene algebra ( 15, 26, 17, 4] ) and algebraic translations of the Segerberg ( 27]) axioms for PDL. Kleene algebras are not nitely axiomatizable ( 25, 6] ), so our result does not give us a nite axiomatization of test algebra: in fact, no nite equational axiomatization exists. We a l s o present a single-sorted version of test algebra, using the notion of dynamic negation ( 9, 2, 11]), to which the previous results carry over.
Introduction
Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL, 21, 7 ] ) is a widely studied modal logic, capable of reasoning about labeled transition systems (LTSs), and thus about any objects that use LTSs as their models, such a s computational processes, the intended domain of application. The logic is set up by s i m ultaneously de ning programs and propositions. A program is viewed in a purely extensional way, as a relation between input states and output states. PDL imposes a regular structure on the space of programs, allowing sum, composition and iteration of programs. Propositions are statements about states: a proposition either holds at a state or it does not. Accordingly, propositions are equipped with a boolean structure. Furthermore, PDL is equipped with operators that turn programs into propositions and vice versa. For instance the program can be transformed into the proposition that from the current state it is possible to successfully execute . Similarly a proposition can be turned into a program that returns the input state but succeeds at this only if the proposition is true at this input state: such a program is called a test. For a general picture of this dynamic architecture, with a space of propositions, a space of programs and so-called modes (transformations of propositions into programs) and projections (the other way around) between them, see 3] .
Dynamic algebra ( 13, 2 2 , 2 4 ]) may b e v i e w ed as an attempt to approach PDL algebraically and allow application of common algebraic tools. Not only that, common algebraic questions also become available. In particular, the question of axiomatizing the equalities that are valid in dynamic algebras arises. Like PDL, a dynamic algebra is two-sorted: it contains a sort for propositions, with a boolean structure, and one for programs with a regular algebra, or Kleene algebra ( 12, 6] ), structure. So the valid equalities also come in two sorts: we have equations linking programs and ones linking propositions.
Dynamic algebra is however lopsided in that it only has projections (in the sense of 3]) but no modes. So dynamic algebra corresponds to a version of PDL that has test-free programs only. This implies that the valid program-equations of dynamic algebra coincide with those of Kleene algebra. The valid proposition-equations are given by algebraic translations of the Segerberg axioms for PDL ( 27] ). Kleene algebra is not nitely axiomatizable ( 25, 6] ), hence dynamic algebra is not either.
A true algebraic counterpart to PDL is test algebra ( 24, 18, 29] ). These are simply dynamic algebras that are equipped with the mode of turning a proposition into its test. Now the valid program-equations will strictly include those of Kleene algebra, as program-terms can now include tests. This paper concerns itself with the evident question of axiomatizing the valid test algebra equalities.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section contains the de nition of test algebra and the proposed axiomatization. On the way, Kleene algebra, various models thereof, PDL, dynamic algebra and axiomatizations of all of these will also be discussed. The axiomatization of test algebra is arrived at by adding a nite number of equations to a necessarily in nite or rule-based axiomatization of Kleene algebra combined with algebraic PDL-axioms. The section after that contains the main proofs of the paper, with as the principal lemma a proof that using only a nite numberofvalid equations, any program-equation can be transformed into a normalform that is valid using only Kleene algebra axioms. The method of the proof is a combination of completeness proofs to be found in 16] and 11]. The lemma has as immediate corollaries the completeness of our system and the fact that test algebras cannot be nitely axiomatized: the in nite axiomatization of Kleene algebra contained in the system for test algebra cannot be replaced by a nite equational one that mentions tests in its axioms. Finally, we s h o w that test algebras have single-sorted counterparts to which all the previous results apply. The main idea is adding dynamic negation ( 9, 2, 1 1 ]) to the signature of Kleene algebras, that turns any program into a test whether this program cannot succeed with the current state as input. The paper concludes with some suggestions for future research.
Algebras and axiomatizations

Kleene algebras
Kleene algebras are certain algebras of a signature containing 0 1 (both constants), + (both binary) and (unary). We describe two classes of such algebras which generate the same variety (i.e. satisfy the same equations).
First there is the class of relational Kleene algebras, which w e denote by REL. I n s u c h algebras the domain is the set of all binary relations on some set S. 0 i s t h e n i n terpreted as the empty relation, 1 as the identity relation on S:
id S = f(s s) j s 2 Sg (also known as the diagonal), + as union, as relational composition: R 1 R 2 = f(s u) j 9 t:(s t) 2 R 1 and (t u) 2 R 2 g and as re exive transitive closure: R = S n 0 R n , where R 0 = id S and R n+1 = R R n .
Another class of Kleene algebras is the class REG of regular language models, which is the class of all algebras Reg , de ned as follows. i s a n y nite alphabet. The domain of Reg consists of all sets S (i.e. all sets of nite strings over the alphabet ). 0 i s i n terpreted by the empty set, 1 by f g (where is the empty string), + by union, S T := f j 2 S 2 Tg (where denotes string concatenation) and S consists of all nite strings 1 : : : n where each i is an element o f S.
For any , Reg can be embedded into the relational Kleene Algebra with as its domain all binary relations over . h : S 7 ! f ( ) j 2 Sg is the desired embedding. This implies that any quasi-equation (i.e. any Horn-clause of equations) that is valid in REL will also be valid in REG. Kleene ( 12] ) rst studied the equational theory of regular language models. This theory has become known as the algebra of regular events. Kleene posed axiomatization as an open problem. Redko ( 2 5 ] ) rst proved that a nite equational axiomatization is out of the question (see 6] for a proof of this fact in English). Not discouraged by this, however, a number of authors have produced axiomatizations for Kleene algebra. Of these, Salomaa ( 26] ) was the rst, giving two rule-based complete axiomatizations. Axiomatizations involving schematic equations (representing an in nite number of equations) have also appeared (see 17] a n d 4 ]). We focus in this paper on the relatively transparent axiomatization of Kozen ( 15] ): it involves a nite number of equations and two quasiequations (Horn-clauses of equations). These quasi-equations may be viewed as rules, which relate Kozen's axiomatization to those of Salomaa. However, Salomaa's rules involve complex side-conditions (of the sort:` does not contain the empty w ord') whereas Kozen's rules have no side-conditions.
For reference, we present Kozen's system. De ne KC (for`Kleene Calculus' or`Kozen's Calculus') to be the set of the following quasi-equations: where t u is de ned as t + u = u. In both the relational interpretation and in language models, is interpreted by subset inclusion. Note that all the operations are provably monotonous with respect to .
An equation is derivable from KC i its universal closure is rst-order derivable from the universal closure of the KC-axioms (where the ) in the two proper quasi-equations K13 and K14 is interpreted as classical implication). This is equivalent to saying that an equation is derivable from KC i it is derivable from axioms K1-12 using the equational logic rules expressing that = i s a n e q u i v alence relation, uniform substitution and K13 and K14, now i n terpreted as rules: in this interpretation K13
says that if t u u (where t and u are any terms) is derivable then we may derive t u u and similarly for K14.
Remark: Kozen's system in 15] has an extra equation, 1+(a a) a , but this is already derivable.
For a a a a a by K12. Thus, by K13, a a a a a . By K12, 1 a , so 1 + ( a a) 1 + ( a a a ) 1 + ( a a ) = a . 2
Let be some nite alphabet. A -t e r m i s a n y term constructed from elements of and the symbols in the signature of Kleene algebras. These can be interpreted in the algebra Reg by t h e v aluation R, de ned as the homomorphism from the term-algebra to Reg such t h a t R(a) = fag for any a 2 .
Kozen ( 15] ) proves that if t and u are two -terms (the variables of t and u are symbols of the alphabet ) then:
It is now easy to prove t h a t REG and REL generate the same variety:
Theorem 2.1 (Kozen) The following are e quivalent:
1. KC`t = u 2. REL j = t = u 3. REG j = t = u.
Proof. ::= ? j p j _ j : j h i PDL-programs:
::= 0 j 1 j a j ? j + j j where p 2 P and a 2 A. Our de nition is slightly nonstandard as 0 and 1 are usually not present i n the language of PDL, although they are de nable within the standard presentation of PDL. We a d d them to ensure that Kleene algebra terms may also be viewed as PDL-programs.
Other propositional connectives can be de ned as usual: > := :?, ^ := :(: _ : ), ! := : _ , $ := ( ! )^( ! ) a n d ] := :h i: .
PDL is interpreted in labeled transition systems (LTSs), which are models for a signature containing a binary relation-symbolR a for every atomic action a and a unary predicate-symbolp for every atomic proposition of the same name. PDL-propositions are interpreted at the nodes of LTSs, PDLprograms are interpreted as relations between such nodes. Lemma 2.4 Any satis able may be satis ed i n t h e r oot of an unraveled L TS. Consequently, for any satis able program there i s a n u n r aveled L TS with a -transition from the root.
Proof. This is due to the facts that PDL-propositions are invariant for bisimulation and that any n o d e i n a n LTS is bisimilar to the root of an unraveled LTS.
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A proposition is valid i its negation is not satis able, i.e. if it is satis ed at every node in every LTS. The Segerberg axioms ( 27] ) together with axioms for 0 and 1, displayed in the following table, provide a nite axiomatization of PDL-validity. A perspicuous completeness proof may also be found in 8].
Axioms:
P1 All instances of all tautologies of propositional logic.
Rules:
The Sub-rule should be interpreted as follows. If has been proved equivalent t o and contains some occurrence of then is equivalent to a formula where this occurrence has been replaced by . We write PDL` i is provable using the above rules and axioms. Completeness states that PDL` i i s a v alid proposition. PDL has the nite model property: any satis able PDL-formula is satis able in a nite LTS. Thus restricting to nite LTSs only gives us the same theory (as opposed to, say, rst order logic). In fact, an extension of PDL, known as the modal -calculus ( 14] ), is also known to have this property (see 28] ). Together with the axiomatization above, this immediately gives us decidability o f v alidity. However, we k n o w m o r e : it is decidable in deterministic exponential time ( 7] ). Again, this may b e deduced from the embedding (in linear time) into the modal -calculus, which is exponential time complete. The algebras we will deal with in this paper have a close connection to PDL, so that results known for PDL will sometimes carry over to this algebraic setting.
Dynamic algebras
Dynamic algebras ( 13, 2 2 , 2 4 ]) are basically an algebraic approach to PDL. As PDL is a two-sorted logic (with greatest emphasis on the sort of propositions), dynamic algebras are two sorted as well.
Given any (possibly empty) set S, DA(S), the dynamic algebra over S, is de ned as (K B 3) where:
K is the relational Kleene algebra with as domain the set of all binary relations on S.
B is the boolean algebra (say of signature f? : _g: bottom, complement and join) with as domain the powerset of S and the operations interpreted as the empty set, set-complement with respect to S and union, respectively. 3 (what Pratt ( 24] ) calls the enables operator) is a function from K B to B. We will often write hRiX instead of 3(R X). It is de ned as:
hRiX := fs 2 S j 9 t 2 X:sRtg DA, the class of all dynamic algebras consists of the dynamic algebras over all sets:
Note that we may use the set A of atomic actions as program (Kleenean) variables in dynamic algebra and the set of atomic propositions P as variables of the boolean sort. Then terms of dynamic algebra coincide exactly with the propositions and test-free programs of PDL.
Any axiomatization of this algebra calls for both equations relating program terms and equations relating boolean ones. The latter may contain, besides the boolean symbols, the enables operator To see that this set of axioms is complete, note that the completeness proof of the PDL-axioms (see the original 27] or the exposition in 8]) does not hinge on the fact that tests may occur in standard PDL-programs. In most presentations of dynamic algebra, the above equations de ne the notion of dynamic algebra: any algebra satisfying S0-8 is deemed a dynamic algebra. This imposes no structure whatsoever on the program sort. However, this is dealt with by i n troducing the notion of separability. A t wo-sorted algebra (K B 3) satisfying S0-8 is separable i the following holds: What about the valid program equations? As the program terms of dynamic algebra cannot refer to 3, nor in fact to any of the boolean structure, a program-equation is valid in all dynamic algebras i it is valid in all Kleene algebras. Thus we get some results for free: dynamic algebra is not nitely axiomatizable (equationally) and we h a ve a whole plethora of axiomatizations to choose from on the program-side. By the remarks on separability, adding Sep to the boolean sort equations S0-8 is also an axiomatization, albeit a nonstandard one from an algebraic point of view.
Remark: S0-8 
Now S4 follows: h1ip = h>?ip = > p = p.
Summarizing, we claim that a complete system for test algebra is given by the axioms of Kleene algebra and those of boolean algebra, together with the extra axioms S5, S6, S8, T1-5. If we u s e A as our set of program variables and P as our boolean variables, then there is a oneone correspondence between test algebra terms and PDL-formulas. When it is harmless to do so, we confuse the two. This correspondence already gives us that test algebra has the nite algebra p r operty: any invalid equation may be falsi ed in a nite test algebra. Simply use the nite model property of PDL to prove this, noting that a program-equation t = u is valid i htip $ h uip is valid, where p does not occur in t nor in u. Furthermore, we a l s o h a ve t h a t v alidity in test algebra is decidable in deterministic exponential time (as a PDL-formula is valid i the equation ? = > is valid).
Again, we diverge from the standard nomenclature in the literature, which refers to algebras satisfying S0-8 and T1 as test algebras. If only separable algebras satisfying these equations are considered, we obtain the same generated variety a s t h a t o f TA (this follows from Corollary 1, 29], using the nite algebra property). Subalgebras of test algebras are referred to as Kripke test structures in 29] a n d a s dynamic test set algebras in 18].
We nish this section by summing up. The following gure positions the algebras we mentioned within a landscape: moving up in the landscape means adding the mentioned operators to the language. Algebras that have a boolean component also have a corresponding logic: it is the logic of boolean-type formulas for which = > is a valid equation. To m a k e the landscape more symmetric we also added Kleene algebra with tests ( 16] ), which m a y be viewed as we present it here: two-sorted algebras with a Kleenean and a boolean component b u t with only ? as an interacting operator. As this only enriches the set of program terms, the logic remains standard propositional logic. 
Kleene algebra with tests: ? (propositional logic)
ff ff f ff ff ff f ff ff f ff ff f ff ff ff f
Kleene algebra: 0 1 + Boolean algebra: _ :
(propositional logic)
3 Completeness
The boolean side
For completeness of TC with respect to equations of the boolean sort, we will refer to completeness of PDL. In fact, for completeness on the boolean side, we do not need all of TC. A nite equational part of it su ces. So let TC 0 denote the system consisting of S0-S8 together with T1. We p r o ve that for boolean terms t and u, j = t = u (t = u is valid in all test algebras) i this equation is derivable from TC 0 . This fact was already proved using the free algebra construction in 29] (Corollary 2 of that paper). The main lemma we w i l l u s e i s :
Proof.
Prove this using induction on PDL-proofs.
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Theorem 3.2 TC 0 is complete with respect to the valid test algebra e quations of the boolean sort.
Soundness is obvious. For completeness we reason as follows. If t and u are test algebra terms of the boolean sort such t h a t t = u is valid, then it is easy to see that t $ u must be a valid PDL-formula. By the above lemma TC 0`( t $ u) = >. From this it easily follows that TC 0`t = u. then we write 2 if is one of the conjuncts i (1 i k). We s a y occurs in .
The set of guarded strings G S is the set of satis able program terms of the following form: 0 a 1 1 : : : a n n where each i is a guard and each a i is a program variable. The length of the above guarded string is n. A guarded string of length 0 is then simply a guard. We will often denote an arbitrary guarded string by , or to be able to speak about the outer guards. None of these notations is meant to imply that the length of the guarded string must be of length greater than 0. In case is used to indicate a single guard, and coincide and is empty.
Guarded strings that match their guards are always compatible: if and are guarded strings then is of the right form. Moreover it is satis able. To show t h i s w e need the notion of ;-bisimulation.
De nition 3.5 Two points s and t in an LTS are ;-equivalent i they agree on all formulas in FL(;). In other words: they are ;-equivalent i the same guard succeeds at s and t. Two 
Calling this notion bisimulation may be misleading, as the zig-and zag-clauses do not require ;-bisimilarity b e t ween the successors, but only ;-equivalence. A better name would have been one-step ;-bisimilarity, but for the sake of brevity w e stick to`;-bisimilarity'. Proof.
Repeatedly apply lemma 3.7.
We m a k e an algebra G out of guarded strings of the test algebra signature.
The Kleenean domain consists of all subsets of G S where: { 0 i s i n terpreted as the empty set. The enables operator is interpreted as follows. If R G S and X G then hRiX := f 2 G j 9 2 X:9 : 2 Rg Note that if 2 R \ X then 2 h RiX.
? i s i n terpreted by the identity. This is possible as the boolean domain is a subset of the Kleenean domain.
Theorem 3.9 G A for some test algebra A. Hence G j = TC.
Let A be the test algebra over G S , considered as a set. That is: A = TA(G S We p r o ve that these two functions together constitute an embedding.
k is injective, for if
R but 6 S then ( ) is a transition in h(R) b u t n o t i n h(S). k( ) = . So k preserves zero. k(G ) is the identity o n G S . So k preserves the identity.
That k distributes over + and is left as an exercise. Note that k distributes over arbitrary unions, so in order to prove t h a t k(R ) = k(R) it su ces to show that k(R n ) = k(R) n , by induction on n. The base case proceeds by noticing that k preserves the identity, while the inducton step uses the fact that k distributes over .
We m o ve to the boolean sort. b is also injective, for if 2 X n Y then 2 b(X) b u t 6 
b(Y ).
It is trivial to verify that b distributes over disjunction and negation (which in both algebras correspond to union and set-complement respectively).
We m ust prove that b(hRiX) = hk(R)ib(X). So suppose that 2 b(hRiX). Then by de nition of b, 2 h RiX, i.e. for some 2 X there exists a guarded string of the form 2 R. Hence
( ) i s a k(R)-transition and is an element o f b(X). Thus 2 h k(R)ib(X).
The other direction is proved similarly.
Finally, w e n e e d t h a t k(X?) = b(X)?. k(X?) = k(X) can easily be seen to be f( ) j 2 We assume the lemma has been proved for 2 FL(;). Thus P ?] ] = P f 2 G j 2 g.
Whenever ? succeeds at some node s then some guard succeeds at s. As Proof.
The third condition may m ystify the reader, as R( ) will contain strings over , while ] ] will contain guarded strings, which are basically just certain kinds of program terms. However, if we denote string concatenation by and read guarded strings modulo associativity of then the problem disappears.
We de ne b t by induction on t. b 0 = . As P is 0 by de nition, the conditions are trivial to verify. u. The conditions are trivial to check in this case. Let T be a set satisfying the rst and third conditions of the lemma. That is, T is a nite set of externally guarded -terms such that for every t 2 T: R(t) = t] ]. We will construct a set U such that these conditions still hold and furthermore:`P U = ( P T) . First of all note that if we remove all guards from T, l e a ving us with a set T 1 of proper externally guarded terms, then`( P T 1 ) = ( P T) , a s ( t + ?) = t is derivable in TC. T o see this, note that (t + 1 ) = t is valid in Kleene algebras (and thus derivable in TC) and that ? 1 is derivable in TC:
So we m a y assume that T contains no guards. If every term in T has the same initial guard and the same nal guard (such a s i n t h e c a s e that T is either empty or a singleton) we distinguish two cases.
{ If 6 = we let U be G T. We need to prove that ( P T) = 1 + ( P T) is derivable.
To see this, note that P T P T = P ft u j t u 2 Tg by distributivity. Each term in the latter sum is provably equal to 0 as`t u = t u and and are incompatible. Hence, reasoning in Kleene algebra:
{ If = , de ne T 0 as f j 2 Tg (so T 0 is T with its outer guards stripped away).
Note that P T is provably equal to ( P T 0 ) . Now w e can de ne U as:
Using Kleene algebra reasoning and the fact that` = :
The proof that for any 2 T 0 :
is left as an exercise. The proof does not di er much from that given for the -case.
We n o w consider the general case where T may h a ve di ering initial and nal guards. We proceed by induction on the size of T. The cases where T is empty or a singleton have already been dealt with. So suppose that T is of the form T 1 f g where we h a ve already constructed a s e t U 1 such t h a t ( P T 1 ) = P U 1 .
Apply the method of the -case (twice) to ( ) ( P U 1 ) . This gives us a set U 2 such that P U 2 = ( P U 1 ) . The terms in this set all have the same initial and nal guard . So the method given above applies, giving us a set U 3 such t h a t P U 3 = ( P U 2 ) . Now a p p l y the trick w e used for the -and the +-case to ( P U 1 ) + ( P U 1 ) ( P U 3 ) ( ) ( P U 1 ). This yields the desired U. The given axiomatization TC has as one component an axiomatization of Kleene algebras. Redko ( 25] , see also 6] for a proof in English) proves that no equational axiomatization of Kleene algebra has a nite base. Thus, our axiomatization of TA contains either rules (as in 26, 15]) or equationschemas (as in 17, 4] ). But Kleene algebra terms correspond to test-free PDL-programs. Maybe the addition of tests takes us from a non nite axiomatizable theory to a nite axiomatization. This is conveivable: consider the addition of residuals to Kleene algebra in Action Logic ( 23] ): Kleene algebra is not nitely axiomatizable, but adding two binary operators and ! to the signature, interpreted on binary relations as follows:
S ! R := f(s t) j 8 u:(uSs ! uRt)g R S := f(s t) j 8 u:(tSu ! sRu)g results in a nitely based variety. Will the same transformation occur when moving from dynamic algebra to test algebra? In other words: does adding the test-operator ? to dynamic algebras result in the possibility o f a n i t e axiomatization, a possibility t h a t is not present i n the case of dynamic algebra? The answer turns out to be negative: test algebra does not have a nitely based equational axiomatization. The proof is based on a super cial examination of the proof of Conway ( 6] ) for Kleene algebra. First we note that in theorem 3.13 only nitely many v alid TC-equations were used to prove for any term t that`t = P b t. This nite subtheory we refer to as TC 1 . It consists of S0-8, T1-5, K1-12
(everything of KC except the rules K13 and K14) and the following equations:
We will refer to the theory consisting of K1-12 together with the three additional equations above a s KC 0 : these are precisely the program-equations of TC 1 that only contain Kleene algebra symbols. Proof.
By close inspection of theorem 3.13. Proof.
This is similar to the proof of 3.14. If t = u i s a v alid program equation of test algebra then P b t = P b u is a valid Kleene algebra equation. This latter equation contains tests ? but Kleene algebra treats these just like arbitrary relations, so if we uniformly replace the tests in P b t and P b u by new variables, we obtain a valid equation t 0 = u 0 of the Kleene algebra signature. Clearly t 0 = u 0 implies P b t = P b u.
As TC 1`t = P b t and TC 1`u = P b u (by the previous lemma), TC 1 t 0 = u 0`t = u. To complete the proof, we extend A t o a t wo-sorted algebra T of the test algebra signature: The Kleenean part of T is simply A.
The boolean part consists of the two element boolean algebra, whose elements we will denote by ? and >. Disjunction and negation are interpreted on these as usual.
The enables operator is de ned as follows: In connection with S8, note that a = 1 + ( a a ) holds in A, so ha i> = h1i> _ ha a i> (use the fact that S6 holds in T ). Using S4, we conclude that ha i> = >. That S8 holds in T immediately follows. The other equations are trivial to check.
So T j = T 0 , but it does not satisfy the valid equation t = u, i n c o n tradiction with the assumption that T 0 is complete with respect to valid test algebra equations. 2 
Dynamic negation
In this section we explore the possibility o f a homogeneous or single-sorted, test-algebra. Dynamic negation was rst considered in the setting of natural language semantics, where it was proposed as a candidate for natural language negation that has certain nice properties with respect to anaphora linking ( 9] ). It is also considered in Van Benthem's 2], where it is identi ed as one of the rst-order de nable operators that are safe for bisimulation, atomic actions, 0 1 + p ? a n d composites thereof being the others. 11] contains an axiomatization of the valid equalities in the latter language (it also contains an axiomatization of the +-free fragment). The present paper started as an attempt to extend this axiomatization to .
Let us recapitulate. A dynamic negation algebra is an algebra of signature f0 1 + (p?) p2P g such that the domain is the set of all binary relations on some set S, the Kleene operators are interpreted as they are in relational Kleene algebra, is interpreted as discussed above and each the constant p? i s i n terpreted as some subset of the identity relation. Note that such an algebra is xed by the choice of S and the interpretation of p? f o r a n y p 2 P. Let DNA denote the class of all dynamic relation algebras. In this section we will discuss axiomatization of the variety generated byDNA: w e will present a calculus (extending an arbitrary calculus of Kleene algebra) that is sound and complete and demonstrate that the variety d o e s n o t h a ve a nite equational base. N4 deserves some attention: why is it called modus ponens? If we de ne dynamic implication t ) u as (t u) then a special instance of N4 is: (x ) y) x x y. This says that if x ) y succeeds a t a n o d e s and we t h e take a n x-step from s to some t then we m ust be able to proceed from t with a y-step. N4 is thus a dynamic version of the classical static modus ponens.
We present a few examples of reasoning in DNC: The induction axiom Ind is derivable from the others if as our axiomatization we c hose Kozen's, which includes the rules K13 and K14. We only prove , the other direction being trivial.
De ne t := b (a b a b)). We m ust prove t h a t t (a b). First we p r o ve t h a t t a a t. Note that this demonstrates that if we simply add the axiomatization of the f0 1 + gfragment of 11] to Kozen's axiomatization of Kleene algebra we get a complete system for DNA As stated, there is a clear one-one correspondence between PDL-programs (or test algebra terms of the program sort) and DNA-terms, which w e formalize by giving translations both ways. We begin with the translation dna of test algebra terms into dynamic negation algebra terms. The translation is de ned simultaneously on terms of the boolean sort and on those of the program sort.
Lemma 5.1 TC`t 1 = t 2 implies DNC`dna(t 1 ) = dna(t 2 ), where the equation t 1 = t 2 can be of either sort.
The proof transforms any TC-proof of t 1 = t 2 into a DNC-proof of dna(t 1 ) = dna(t 2 ), starting with the axioms and using the induction hypothesis for the rules of equational logic. . TC is complete with respect to TA (theorem 3.14) so TC`ta(t 1 ) = ta(t 2 ). Using lemma 5.1
we get that DNC`dna(ta(t 1 )) = dna(ta(t 2 )). By induction on dynamic negation algebra terms t, DNC`t = dna(ta(t)), which w e m a y use to conclude DNC`t 1 = t 2 . 2
The proof that test algebra is not nitely equationally de nable also carries over to the dynamic negation algebra setting: Theorem 5.4 There is no nite set of sound DNA-equations D such that D`t 1 = t 2 for any DNA-valid equation t 1 = t 2 .
Suppose there is such a set D. Let T be the test algebra theory consisting of ta D] (test algebra translations of the D-equations), and of S0, S6, T1 and T3. Then T must completely axiomatize test algebra. The proof of this consists of two parts:
For any test algebra term of the boolean sort: T` ? = ta(dna( )) (in fact, only S0, S6, T1 and T3 are needed). For any test algebra term of the program sort: T` = ta(dna( )) (again, we only need S0, S6, T1 and T3). The proof of this is by simultaneous induction on test algebra terms of both sorts.
Suppose TA j = t 1 = t 2 . Then by lemma 5.1 and completeness (theorems 3.14 and 5.3) DNA j = dna(t 1 ) = dna(t 2 ). By the assumption D`dna(t 1 ) = dna(t 2 ). We m a y n o w translate the proof of this to the test algebra setting to deduce that ta D]`ta(dna(t 1 )) = ta(dna(t 2 )). Using the fact that T derives ta(dna(t i )) = t i , w e deduce T`t 1 = t 2 . As T i s n i t e t h i s i s i n c o n tradiction with theorem 4.3. 2 
Further research
We h a ve proved that extending any axiomatization of Kleene algebra with the equations S0-8 and T1-5 gives us a complete axiomatization of test algebras. In other words: test algebra is nitely equationally axiomatizable relative to Kleene algebra. We h a ve also demonstrated that this relativeness cannot be dropped: no nite set of equations axiomatizes test algebra. Finally, w e h a ve p r o ved similar theorems for a single-sorted version of test algebra. A rst topic for further research concerns making a similar move as Pratt made with his Action Logic ( 23] ): Kleene algebra is not nitely axiomatizable, but adding residuals (see page 18) to the language makes it so. The question is what happens to test algebra if we add such operations to the language.
Adding relation-complement to the language almost gives us RAT (relation algebra with transitive closure, see 19]), or equivalently Peirce algebra ( 5] ) with . It almost gives us RAT because converse is present i n RAT. It is then obvious what extension next to consider: test algebra with converse. This is an important extension to consider, as converse was present in the original PDL-paper 21], although it disappeared in many later versions of PDL. An axiomatization of test algebra would depend heavily on the axiomatization of PDL with converse supplied by 2 0 ].
Adding relation complement to the language is perhaps too strong an option, gives rise to programs that do not seem to be based on real-live programs: the program ;a (the complement o f a) gives as output any state such that it is impossible to output this state when executing the program a on the input state. This is in contradiction with our intuition that programs should in some sense construct the output from the input. From this perspective i t m a k es more sense to add just program intersection to the language (the corresponding logic is called IPDL in 10]). Finally, w e could impose a more functional structure on programs. This could be done by adding a construct that removes all pairs (s t) from a relation such t h a t R is not a function on s. An alternative is to consider test algebras where the domain consists of all partial functions on a set S. This would mean dropping + from the language as this doesn't preserve functionality. There is a connection to DPDL (deterministic PDL, see 10] for a description and references), but it is not obvious, as the latter logic does have sum in its repertoire.
